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Abstract— Free/Open Source Software (F/OSS) lack proper planning schedule of traditional software since they are
developed by a community of volunteers who contribute to a project in accordance with their own skills and time
schedules. Due to open nature in all aspects of F/OSS development i.e. developers, roles, time schedules,
infrastructure and requirements, it is a difficult task to develop metrics for F/OSS projects. This paper proposes and
validates metrics to study the impact of adoption of Coordination and Communication Tools in F/OSS projects
progress. Longitudinal data for a study period of 5 year has been collected for a data set of 50 F/OSS projects.
Longitudinal panel data analysis has been performed using the proposed metrics. Positive correlation has been
observed between CC Tool adoption and development status of F/OSS project, whereas regression analysis results
provide that an increase in number of volunteers associated with Subversion code commits and Issue addressal leads
to improvement in likelihood a project to be in a higher Development Status. Individually Mailing Lists, Version
Management System and Issue Tracker have been observed to be positively influencing the progress of a project. The
present study contributes towards filling the gap in F/OSS literature in terms of it being a longitudinal panel study
with focus on Coordination and Communications Tools.
Keywords— F/OSS; Coordination; Communication; CC Tools; Metric; SourceForge.net; SVN; SRDA; Tool
Adoption; PTTAP; PTTCR
I.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional closed source software development generally involves a well defined project management plan. They are
developed by a team wherein members have predefined roles and perform specifically allocated tasks. In contrast,
Free/Open Source Software (F/OSS) development lacks a well defined project development and management plan due to
its open nature in terms of developers, roles, time schedules, infrastructure and requirements. F/OSS is an innovative
development methodology brought into dominance by rise and all time availability of Internet technology [1-3]. The
Coordination and Communication Tools (CC Tools) are the most important component of this form of development
process. The community of volunteers uses software repositories and allied coordination and communication
infrastructure for cooperative development process. Due to openness in the development process of F/OSS by
decentralized team of volunteers as well as changing requirements in response to user feedback, it is important to
measure the various aspects of this form of development. Measurement provides a mechanism to objectively evaluate the
software development process, assess the quality of technical work products and assists in tactical decision making, with
the intent of continuous improvement [4].
In this paper metrics to study the impact of CC Tools adoption in F/OSS projects’ progress have been formulated and
validated. The remaining sections cover: Section II - Literature Review regarding Coordination and Communication
Tools and metrics, Section III - Methodology for hypothesis testing and proposed metrics, Section IV- Data Analysis and
Results, Section V - Discussion and finally Section VI - Conclusion.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Kraut et al. have highlighted the importance of formal and informal communication in coordination of software
development in general [5]. An Extended Information System Model comprising of eight interrelated dimensions which
links quality, success, communication and contributions in F/OSS projects has been proposed which acknowledges the
fundamental relevance of communication in F/OSS development [6]. The majority of development activity in F/OSS
utilizes asynchronous communication which has the advantage of maintaining total record of communications [7,8,9].
Intensive communications within a team as well as the availability and use of multiple artifacts have been identified as
two critical success factors for open source innovation [10]. CC Tools which can be used by F/OSS projects have been
suggested [11]. Tools for effective communication, coordination and overall project management have been identified as
one of the five factors contributing to the notion of quality by development in F/OSS [12]. Due to open nature in all
aspects of F/OSS development i.e. developers, roles, time schedules, infrastructure and requirements, it is a difficult task
to develop metrics for F/OSS projects. Metrics used for traditional software have been applied to study evolution of
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F/OSS in terms of development [13-15] and quality evolution [16-18] using very small number of projects. Metrics and
Tools have been identified as major research areas in F/OSS studies [19].
Literature on metrics to evaluate the adoption of CC Tools in relation to the progress of a project is almost nonexistent. Researchers have studied the impact of a version-sensitive text editor with the rationale of making effective
decisions about its subsequent usage [20]. Statistical methods have been used to find correlation between numbers of bug
reports to the change in project size of three projects [21]. The ratio of email messages in public Mailing Lists to commits
in Version Systems of a small set of case studies selected from Apache Software Foundation (ASF) has been used as a
metric which relates the communication flow within a project with its development activity. The inference from the
results show that, being an intensive metric, the ratio can be used to measure project evolution [22]. Bug count has used
as a metric for explaining a framework for evaluating metrics [23]. A framework of metrics for quantitative evaluation of
F/OSS quality by comparative assessment of easily accessible case study based attributes is proposed [24]. Attributes
which have been considered include project lifespan, popularity, number of developers, subscribers, bug ratio, supported
operating system and project status [24]. A lesser subjective approach resembling the one used in [24] utilizes IEEE
1219-98 standard to derive metrics for adaptive maintenance on F/OSS quality [25]. Researchers have studied the
relation of process maturity to the success of F/OSS projects, especially where processes related to coordination and
communication are concerned [26]. Another study with focus on tools provided by only SourceForge.net explores the
possible benefits of CC Tools on efficiency of Open Source projects using two data sets of different sizes and sampling
methods. Due to non-conclusive results obtained from the study, the researchers have acknowledged the fact that the
selection of Open Source projects to study the impact of CC Tools, must be made very carefully and more extensively
[27]. Stewart et al. have used a data set of 67 projects and survey on their administrators in a cross sectional study to
establish development stage of a progress as a moderating factor on performance [28].
The various studies referred above use small sets of case studies in their work. There is a need for simple metrics
based on publicly available data on F/OSS hosting sites and repositories [29]. Moreover, there is a gap in literature where
longitudinal panel studies in F/OSS CC Tool adoption is concerned. Therefore a need is felt to devise metrics to evaluate
adoption of CC Tools in F/OSS projects. The following sections present the methodology used to develop and evaluate a
set of metrics for studying the impact of adoption of CC Tools on projects’ progress in terms of development.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Aim of Study
The present study aims to propose a Set of Metrics that use activity data of F/OSS projects to quantify and evaluate the
effect of adoption of CC Tools on the progress of F/OSS projects.
B. Data Set
SourceForge.net is one of the leading database-driven F/OSS project hosting site with a user friendly interface which
supports historic and status statistics of various user activities [30-31]. The difference in available tools and project
visibility is controlled by choosing a single source to formulate the data sets [32]. In order to formulate and validate the
set of proposed metrics, the four phase sampling process model [33] has been used to select a sample data set of 50
projects belonging to a broad category of system software projects from SourceForge.net. Projects at similar stage of
development status using Subversion (SVN) as Code Repository have been chosen so that comparable archived
longitudinal data for projects’ progress would be available. Considering that the number of downloads represents an
objective measure of user interest in the project and its success, the “Popularity” measure has been taken into account.
SourceForge.net has shared its data with University of Notre Dame, USA for supporting academic research. The
archival data for various activities other than code commits have been accessed from SourceForge Research Data
Archive (SRDA) implemented by University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, USA, through a web-based form for executing
SQL queries against the relational database [8, 34,35]. The activity related to code commits is recorded within the code
repositories used by individual projects and not in the SourceForge.net database [32]. A F/OSS project downloaded from
SourceForge.net itself has been used to retrieve data regarding commits from SVN Logs of the projects. The data from
SVN logs as well as the results of queries executed against the SRDA have been recorded in the form of text files. A
relational database structure has been designed to store the data in accordance with the requirements of the study for
subsequent analysis. Java Programs with embedded SQL statements have been developed and implemented to port the
data from text files into the RDBMS software. The database tables have been stored in a local repository.
C. Proposed Metrics
In F/OSS, the development and the maintenance activities are interrelated. Although trace data of F/OSS development
is publicly available through various CC Tools adopted by F/OSS projects, yet it is difficult to measure various aspects
related to F/OSS due to the facts:

Volunteers are organized around the basic concept that anyone can join the team at any time in any role. There
are no clear boundaries between developers, users and maintainers of F/OSS. The developer pool as well as the
volunteer pool may change over time.

The software requirements and the corresponding coordination and communication requirements of the
volunteers may change over the incremental longitudinal development span.

The volunteers may use tools of their own choice for coordination and communication regarding requirements,
solutions and code development.
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Keeping in view the above facts, there is a need to identify simple and appropriate metrics for analyses of various
valuable longitudinal statistics collected from version control repositories and SRDA regarding CC Tool adoption by
F/OSS projects. The following Tool Adoption Metrics are proposed in this research work for studying the CC Tool
choices as well as rates of CC Tools adoption by F/OSS projects. The metrics can be adapted for artifacts within the Issue
Tracker System, if available.
1) Project Total Tool Adoption Proportion (PTTAP): A Number of CC Tools adopted by a project Pi out of all the
CC Tools made available by the hosting site.
where n = Project’s Tool Count and N = Total Tool Count made available by the hosting site.
2) Project Total Tool Change Rate (PTTCR): Change in the number of CC Tools adopted by a project Pi between
two time periods.

where n = Project’s Tool Count, old = Previous time period and new = Successive time period.
The metrics have been computed and further used to analyze the effect of CC Tools as determinant of F/OSS progress
in a longitudinal study.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The metrics proposed in Section III have been applied on the various attributes collected for the data set and further
used to validate the following hypothesis:
In F/OSS projects, CC Tools have a positive effect on the overall progress of a software product being
developed and used.
Correlation and Regression analysis have been used to validate the hypothesis. The data has been organized in the
form of longitudinal panel data where a project represents the cross-section aspect and the schema readings represent the
time series aspect of the panel. Panel data models i.e. Fixed effects (FE), Random effects (RE) models [36-39] and
Ordered Logit (OL) models [40] for regression have been used in this study.
A. Correlation Analysis
Table I below shows the Spearman’s correlation between metric PTTAP and DevStatus. There is significant (ρs =
0.105, p = 0.014) but relatively small positive correlation between PTTAP and DevStatus. The resulting small value of
correlation coefficient ρs could be due to the reason that the effect of adopting or dropping any CC Tool is not
immediately recognizable on the development progress of a project. Apart from documentation and screenshot facilities,
all CC Tools show positive influence on project development progress. In general, the data set supports the hypothesis.
TABLE I SPEARMAN’S CORRELATION BETWEEN CC TOOLS AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
CC Tool (N=548)
ρs
p-value
b
PTTAP
.105
.014
ToolMail
.001
.981
a
ToolForum
.138
.001
ToolNews
.036
.405
ToolDoc
-.091b
.033
a
ToolScr
-.119
.003
ToolIS
.076c
.074
a
ToolWiki
.165
.000
ToolWebsite
.187a
.000
a - significant at the 0.01 level, b - significant at the 0.05 level, c- significant at the 0.1 level
B. Regression Analysis
The progress of a project on SourceForge.net is depicted as seven stage development process - Stage 1: Planning,
Stage 2: Pre-Alpha, Stage 3: Alpha, Stage 4: Beta, Stage 5: Production/Stable, Stage 6: Mature, Stage 7: Inactive. The
iterative process of finding volunteers, identifying solutions with corresponding coding, testing, review and release
management takes place for each stage [33]. The movement of a project from lower to higher stage is considered as its
development progress. Therefore, in order to quantify the progress of F/OSS project on SourceForge.net, DevStatus
representing each stage is used in the analysis.
As a result of all the coordination and communication that takes place among volunteers, the development progress in
terms of software code of F/OSS project is stored in SVN code repository and Issue Tracking system. Therefore, total
number of code commits (SvnRevCount) and total number of issues closed (ISTotalClosed), both affect the development
status of a project. Similarly, each CC Tool augments the visibility of a project among prospective users who may turn
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into volunteers of different types associated with the project. Therefore any additional CC Tool adopted by a project at
any stage would also lead to rise in number of volunteers - code committers (SvnDC) and issue closers (ISDC). This
would lead to more tasks being completed and thereby increased progress of the project.
Thus, the present study builds on Two Step Regression analysis using mediation or intervening variables in panel data
[41-47]. The cause and effect relationship in the present study involves a causal chain in which the effect of causal
variable Xi on proposed dependent variable Y is intervened by a single variable I. Two sets of regression coefficients are
estimated between paths from X → I and I → Y. Step 1 uses either Fixed or Random effects panel data model to
generate predicted values of intervening variable I. In step 2, Ordered Logit Model for longitudinal panel data has been
performed as dependent variable DevStatus is an ordered categorical variable [40]. Marginal probability effects or simply
the marginal effects (ME) in Ordered Logit Model quantify the change in probability of a given event defining state of
DevStatus due to a unit change in predictor or independent variables. Thus, the overall effect of a CC Tool’s adoption or
dropping on DevStatus can be understood by analyzing the marginal effects.
The predicted probability for a project to be in any stage of development status (Y) after a unit change in any
independent variable (Xi) is computed from Two Step Regression model using intervening variable (I) is as below:
Ŷ(ME)n = Ŷnth DevStatus + ( βI x (ME)nth DevStatus )
where Ŷ(ME)n is the predicted probability with marginal effects of the nth DevStatus.
Taking into consideration the mediation causal chain effect explained above, a set of regressions is performed to
compute the effect of overall ToolCount (or PTTAP) as well as an Individual CC Tool (Xi) over the DevStatus (Y) of
F/OSS project. Separate cases with SvnRevCount, ISTotalClosed, SvnDC and ISDC as the intervening variables (I) have
been computed.
TABLE II EFFECT OF PTTAP ON SVNREVCOUNT AND DEVSTATUS
Panel
Regression
Dependent
Marginal
βI
Ŷ
Model and
Variable
Effect
Test Statistics
Step 1
SvnRevCount 87.285a
----RE Model
(0.000)
5.10E-07
DevStatus 3
--0.002734
(0.218)
1.07EDevStatus 4
--0.061061
05b
Step 2
(0.021)
Ordered Logit
Regression
5.86E-06c
DevStatus 5
--0.834842
(0.088)
-1.65-05b
DevStatus 6
--0.098465
(0.017)
a
186.92
Wald chi2(11)
----(0.000)
41.87a
LR chi2(11)
--(0.000)
a - significant at the 0.01 level, b - significant at the 0.05 level, c- significant at the 0.1 level
TABLE III EFFECT OF PTTAP ON ISTOTALCLOSED AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
Panel
Regression
Dependent
Marginal
βI
Ŷ
Model and
Variable
Effect
Test Statistics
Step 1
5.5529b
ISTotalClosed
----RE Model
(0.017)
-8.01e-06
DevStatus 3
--0.002734
(0.218)
Step 2
-1.67EOrdered Logit
DevStatus 4
--0.061061
04b
Regression
(0.021)
DevStatus 5
--0.834842
-9.21E© 2015, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved
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05c
(0.088)
2.59EDevStatus 6
--0.098465
04b
(0.017)
a
101.07
Wald chi2(11)
----(0.000)
41.87a
LR chi2(11)
--(0.000)
a - significant at the 0.01 level, b - significant at the 0.05 level, c- significant at the 0.1 level
It is observed from Table II that although PTTAP has negative influence on SvnRevCount yet the marginal effects are
positive from development stage 3 to stage 5. Positive marginal effects imply that the project is more likely to be in stage
3 to stage 5 if predicted value of SvnRevCount is increased by one unit by virtue of change in PTTAP. Negative marginal
effects for stage 6 imply that increase in PTTAP is less likely to increase the probability of a project to move to stage 6.
This is due to lesser possibility of any significant increase in code size beyond stage 5 i.e. the stable stage. Table III
shows that PTTAP has significantly positive effect on total number of issues closed given by ISTotalClosed. In other
words, an increase in number of CC Tools adopted leads to an increase in number of issues closed. Moreover, with
marginal effects shifting from negative to positive from stage 4 to stage 6 successively, the likeliness of a project to be in
higher development stage for a unit change in number of issues closed gets enhanced.
TABLE IV EFFECT OF PTTAP ON SVNDC AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
Panel
Regression
Dependent
Marginal
βI
Ŷ
Model and
Variable
Effect
Test Statistics
Step 1
0.08217b
ISTotalClosed
----RE Model
(0.014)
DevStatus 3
--0.002734 .0005412
(0.218)
DevStatus 4
--0.061061 .0113128b
Step 2
(0.021)
Ordered Logit
Regression
DevStatus 5
--0.834842 .0062249c
(0.088)
.0175052b
DevStatus 6
--0.098465
(0.017)
a
224.05
Wald chi2(11)
----(0.000)
41.87a
LR chi2(11)
--(0.000)
a - significant at the 0.01 level, b - significant at the 0.05 level, c- significant at the 0.1 level
TABLE V EFFECT OF PTTAP ON ISDC AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS
Panel
Regression
Dependent
Marginal
Model and
βI
Ŷ
Variable
Effect
Test
Statistics
Step 1
0.09696a
ISTotalClosed
----RE Model
(0.000)
Step 2
Ordered Logit
DevStatus 3
--0.002734 .0004586
Regression
(0.218)
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DevStatus 4
--0.061061 .0095865b
(0.021)
-.005275c
DevStatus 5
--0.834842
(0.088)
.014834b
DevStatus 6
--0.098465
(0.017)
a
175.18
Wald chi2(11)
----(0.000)
41.87a
LR chi2(11)
--(0.000)
a - significant at the 0.01 level, b - significant at the 0.05 level, c- significant at the 0.1 level
It is observed from Table IV and Table V that SvnDC increases by a factor of 0.082 (p-value = 0.014) and ISDC
increase by a factor of 0.097 (p-value = 0.000) for one unit increase in PTTAP. This clearly implies that with increase in
number of CC Tools of a project, both the SvnDC and ISDC increase. Moreover, the coefficients of marginal effects of
both predicted SvnDC and predicted ISDC on DevStatus show a pattern of changing from negative to positive values
towards higher DevStatus. This increase in SvnDC and ISDC leads to probability of improvement in code functionality
thereby increasing the likeliness of a project to be in a higher DevStatus. In other words, increase in number of adopted
CC Tools leads to increase in number of distinct code committers and issue closers which in turn, have a positive effect
on the development progress of the project.
The two step regression was computed for each CC Tool individually also. The summary of individual effects has
been presented in Table VI. Individually adoption of only two CC Tools namely, Mailing List and Website show
significant positive influence on the development progress of a project in both cases of intervening variables
SvnRevCount and ISTotClosed. Since Subversion has been adopted by all the projects, its positive influence is implicit.
Similarly, for case where ISTotalClosed is taken as intervening variable, Issue Tracker’s positive influence is implicit.
Except Mailing List facility, all other CC Tools have a positive effect on SvnDC, with ToolWiki (p-value = 0.035) and
ToolWebsite (p-value = 0.016) being the significant ones. The remaining CC Tools have shown little or non significant
influence on SvnDC. Two of the CC Tools i.e. Wiki and Website are found to be having positive influence on both
SvnDC and ISDC as seen in Table VI. Website is considered to be having overall positive effect due to the fact that it is
significantly positive for three of the intervening variables and marginally significantly positive for just one case. Forum
is positively influencing only ISDC. The remaining CC Tools which have positive coefficients lead to increase in number
of SvnDC and ISDC although the effect may not be significant. The marginal effects of both predicted SvnDC and
predicted ISDC on DevStatus in case of individual CC Tools also show a pattern of changing from negative to positive
values towards higher DevStatus. Thus, with adoption of each CC Tool having positive coefficient, the likelihood of
being in a higher development status increases. Wiki and Website support hypothesis completely.
Thus, taking into consideration all four cases of intervening variables, research hypothesis could be partially validated.
For code activity related parameters, the positive influence of overall adoption of CC Tools i.e. PTTAP, is observed for
number of issues closed only and individually Mailing List and Website have been observed to be positively influencing
the development progress of F/OSS projects. For metrics computed using volunteer counts, research hypothesis could be
validated in the sense than any increase in volunteers would lead to increase in code related activity and in turn higher
DevStatus. Individually, Wiki and Website are found to have positive influence on volunteers.
TABLE VI INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS OF CC TOOLS ON
Effect on
Parameter SvnRevCo ISTotalClos
SvnDC
ISDC
unt
ed
ToolCount
(-)a
(+)b
(+)b
(+)a
(PTTAP)
ToolMail
(+)b
(+)b
(-)
(+)
b
ToolForum
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)b
ToolNews
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
ToolDoc
(-)a
(-)
(+)
(-)
a
b
ToolScr
(-)
(+)
(+)
(+)
ToolIS
(-)
(+)
(+)
(+)a
ToolWiki
(-)a
(-)a
(+)b
(+)c
ToolWebsit
(+)b
(+)b
(+)b
(+)
e
a - significant at the 0.01 level, b - significant at the 0.05 level, c- significant at the 0.1 level
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The limited effect of individual CC Tools is due to following facts:
First, the study focuses on the CC Tools offered by the hosting site only. On investigation of the specific websites of
the projects, it has been observed that external mechanisms are being used by some projects in addition or in lieu of those
of hosting site. These external mechanisms are separately maintained for particular CC Tools or implemented through a
website. As SourceForge.net is a dynamic hosting site it cannot be ascertained that exactly when a project opted to use
external mechanisms or changed resources. Documentation and Website has been adopted externally by most projects
followed by CC Tools like blogs and social networking which are not available through SourceForge.net.
Secondly, volunteers involved in development of F/OSS projects are skilled personnel who are mostly the end users
also. Competent volunteers can understand the development process from source code itself and the archived Mailing
Lists [26]. Thus, they may not look beyond a small set of CC Tools. Moreover, the F/OSS volunteers may participate in
the development process due to various factors [48]. The factors may include learning opportunities, skill improvement,
job betterment or simply to be able to use the project [48-50]. This may further lead to their difference in preference of
communication with the project’s community members. Attaining a stable stage by a project may cause volunteers to
leave the project due to very little or no scope for useful contribution.
Thirdly, over the longitudinal study period the projects were consistent in their adoption of CC Tools. It is observed
from Table VII that the number of projects in which the PTTCR is negative i.e., projects which drop a CC Tool during
the study period, is very small. Similar observation is made for positive PTTCR, although in year 2009 the adoption rate
is highest. Most of the projects have zero PTTCR i.e. the overall number of CC Tools adopted by a project does not
change. Thus the projects are stable in their CC Tools sustenance.
TABLE VII PROJECT COUNT WITH CHANGE IN TOOL COUNT (PTTCR)
PTTCR
Project Count having
Negative
Positive
Zero
Schema
PTTCR
PTTCR
PTTCR
4
3
43
sf0608
1
2
47
sf1208
3
3
44
sf0609
3
8
39
sf1209
2
1
47
sf0610
2
5
43
sf1210
1
1
48
sf0611
0
2
48
sf1211
0
1
49
sf0612
1
6
43
sf1212
V. DISCUSSION
Results have supported some of the hypothesized relationships while showing that actual pattern of effects varies
across CC Tools. Whereas positive correlation has been observed between CC Tool adoption and development status of
F/OSS project, regression analysis provided mixed results. The adoption of CC Tools leads to more issue being
addressed which in turn positively affects the development progress. Individually Mailing Lists, Version Management
System and Issue Tracker have been observed to be positively influencing the progress of a project. An increase in CC
Tools adoption leads to increase in volunteers in System Software Projects which further led to projects’ progress.
Individually, not all CC Tools by virtue of their adoption, proved to have influence over the increase in code commits,
code committers and issue closers. More volunteers could not result in more code nor could an increase in CC Tools
attract code contributors to an already stable project.
The validation of metrics provides combined results which are similar in nature to independent results of three prior
studies each with different data sets and analysis methodology [26-28]. Michlmayr’s results are based on an assessment
form survey of 80 randomly chosen projects to study the effect of process maturity on project success measured in terms
of number of downloads [26]. Koch et al. has used two different sized data sets to study the effect of tools on efficiency
of a project where efficiency is computed as a ratio of output to an input by the project [27]. Stewart et al. used a data set
of 67 projects and survey on their administrators in a cross sectional study to study the effect of development stage of a
project on its performance [28].
Although the results correspond to those in the above mentioned studies, yet the present study makes different
research contribution. First, the parameter of interest is different in the present study. It studies the effect of CC Tool
adoption on projects progress in terms of development activity which is a dissimilar parameter from project success and
efficiency. Secondly, the present study is more extensive as it is a longitudinal study spread over a period of 5 years.
Thirdly, it uses panel data models for analysis and hypotheses testing. Lastly, two metrics to study the effect of CC Tool
adoption on project progress have been proposed and used for analysis.
The present study while reiterating the moderating role of development stage on project performance [28] takes the
point further i.e. it describes the nature of effects of CC Tools due to development stage the project is in. The effects are
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positive for projects at lower stages of development and negative for those in advanced stages of development. Whereas
Stewart et al. used survey on their administrators in a cross sectional study, the present study has an elaborate sample and
actual activity data collected across various CC Tools in a longitudinal study with no scope for human judgmental bias.
In contrast to the single time frame assessment which did not investigate the nature of relationship between process
maturity and success [26], the present study tries to establish the relationship between CC Tools adoption and the
subsequent effect on project progress in terms of development. Apart from present study being a longitudinal study, data
set selection and size, metrics as well as the data analysis techniques applied are different from those of Koch et al. [27].
Yet, the similarity in results shows that the CC Tools influence the progress in terms of development status on similar
lines as those of efficiency and success of F/OSS project.
The study reiterates the results of previous works with additional factor of longitudinal level using different data sets,
parameters and analysis techniques as well as new set of metrics.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Efficient coordination and communication is the most important factor in the progress of F/OSS projects. Longitudinal
studies depicting the change in CC requirements and choice of CC Tools during the lifespan of F/OSS Project are lacking
in the F/OSS research literature. There is also gap in literature where metrics related to studying the impact of adoption
of CC Tools on the F/OSS progress is concerned. Existing literature focuses on a minimal data set with small number of
case studies. The present longitudinal study while proposing and validating the CC Tool adoption metrics using panel
data analysis makes significant research contribution. Moreover, the proposed metrics are general in nature and may be
applicable on larger data sets involving more than one hosting site.
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